
Flight planning and tracking is easier than ever with the 
GoDirect Flight Services integration with industry leader 
Professional Flight Management (PFM) scheduling software. 
Our partnership with PFM gives you the best of both worlds.

YOUR DIRECT 
PATH TO FLIGHT 
PLANNING AND 
SCHEDULING
Honeywell Integrates PFM Scheduling Software  



YOUR INTEGRATED FLIGHT SERVICES SOLUTION  
We have applied our unique expertise in connected aerospace solutions to 
take an important step forward. As a result, pilots and other users get real-time 
situation awareness updates including flying time, estimated time of arrival, 
and wind and temperature information. Software interfaces are easy to use by 
everyone and enable everyone from the pilot to the CEO’s assistant to track 
the aircraft’s progress.  

On Demand estimated time enroute (ETE) Calculations allow you to compute 
optimized flight plans with forecasted winds and real aircraft performance 
data to calculate ETE for each leg in PFM. The ETE is calculated using 
GoDirect Flight Planning and sent back to PFM to be displayed in the 
scheduling module.  

With our integration, your datalink-based aircraft position will be seamlessly 
passed through to PFM which will enable critical functions for your operation. 

MAKING THE RIGHT CONNECTION  
When you use GoDirect Flight Services suite you can connect your scheduling 
to our flight planning and datalink services. Bringing these together reduces 
duplicate entries of flight logs, inaccurate trip itineraries and manual 
calculation of flight plans.  

Honeywell GoDirect is the only service provider that provides your operation 
with the flexibility to use your preferred scheduling software.  With more 
integration on the roadmap, choosing GoDirect has never been easier. 
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BENEFIT: 
- Automate flight log 
positioning by passing critical 
data from the aircraft to PFM 
Wireless to post flight logs and 
avoid data entry errors 

- Improve awareness with  
map-based flight following 
within the PFM Map App 
powered by your aircraft’s 
datalink position 

- Easier, automated aircraft 
movement notifications 
enables passenger executive 
assistance or on ground 
support aware of the aircraft 
depart and arrival 

- Less time spent preparing 
position notifications with 
smart automation 

- Fewer chances for data  
input errors


